Here, we consider discontinuous nonequilibrium phase transitions to poisoned or ''adsorbing'' states in lattice-gas models of surface reactions. Specifically, we examine the monomer or CO-poisoning transition in the Ziff-Gulari-Barshad monomer-dimer reaction model for CO oxidation, modified to include adspecies diffusion. For CO pressures below the poisoning transition, we first characterize the propagation of and fluctuations at an interface between reactive and CO-poisoned states. Here, we utilize ideas from spatial contact models, reaction-diffusion theory, and kinetic roughening theory. Evolution is described by the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation, but with the nonlinearity and kinetic surface tension vanishing on approaching the transition. Next, again for CO pressures below the transition, we consider the evolution of a ''nucleus'' of the reactive state embedded in the CO-poisoned state, now exploiting concepts from epidemic theory. We elucidate the divergence and ''sharpening'' of the critical size of this nucleus, both approaching the transition and with increasing adspecies diffusion rates. The deviation from mean-field divergence approaching the transition is related to the vanishing of the kinetic surface tension. The sharpening is related to the reduced influence of fluctuations. Throughout this contribution, we focus on providing a unifying framework that can describe both the fluctuation-dominated behavior of the lattice-gas model for low adspecies diffusion rates, and the crossover to the deterministic mean-field behavior for high diffusion rates where the adlayer is well mixed or randomized.
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ing monomer or CO-poisoned state, with increasing monomer or CO pressure [5 -8] .
The fundamental motivation for lattice-gas modeling of surface reactions is that this approach has the potential to provide a realistic description of fluctuations and correlations which are ignored in traditional mean-field treatments. These fluctuations and correlations result from the adsorption and reaction processes, as well as from adspecies interactions. Indeed most lattice-gas modeling to date has included zero or low adspecies diffusion rates, which has resulted in "anomolously large" fluctuations and correlations generated by the adsorption and reaction processes [2] . We also emphasize that it is these fluctuations which produce or "automatically select" the discontinuous transition in the reaction model, and their large amplitude is responsible for the weak metastability observed in simulation studies [2] . However, in real systems, high diffusion rates for at least some adspecies lead to a randomization of the adlayer (for weak adspecies interactions}, quenching the correlations and Suctuations due to adsorption and reaction, and producing the strong metastability (or "bistability") and hysteresis [4] . The latter observations motivate our inclusion and analysis of the effects of adspecies diffusion in the model.
Just as for discontinuous transitions in equilibrium systems, a primary goal of our analysis of corresponding nonequilibrium transitions is the elucidation of associated interface evolution and nucleation phenomena. Clearly, 1063 -651X/94/50(6)/4302{13)/$06. 00 50 4302 1994 The American Physical Society conventional equilibrium free-energy ideas [9] are not applicable for noneqvilibrium poisoning transitions, so here we utilize a diverse variety of alternative conceptual tools. %'e first consider the evolution of planar interfaces between the stable reactive and the CO-poisoned states for CO pressures below the poisoning transition, noting that such propagation is stable only because of the adsorbing character of the "metastable" CO-poisoned state. The behavior of the propagation velocity is elucidated by integrating ideas from spatial contact models (SCM) [10] , which provide a paradigm for propagation in the absence of diffusion, with traditional synergetic reaction-diffusion theory of trigger or chemical wave propagation [11] .We also characterize the fluctuations at this "driven" interface applying recently developed theories of kinetic roughening [12] , and showing in particular that the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation [13] describes evolution below the transitmn. To address nucleation issues, we consider the growth probability Pg (N) of a reactive patch or "nucleus" of size N embedded in a CO-poisoned background. Again we just consider CO pressures below the transition, where Pg is well defined by virtue of the adsorbing character of the poisoned state, analogous to epidemic theory studies [14 -16] . We determine the critical nucleus size N', where Ps(N =N') = -, ', and then characterize in detail the divergence and "sharpening" of N', both approaching the transition and with increasing diffusion rates. Here one finds indispensible the insights into interface propagation and fluctuations obtained earlier.
Another goal of our analysis is to elucidate the crossover from fluctuation-dominated behavior for low adspecies difFusion rates to deterministic mean-field behavior for rapid difFusion. Indeed, our mode1 is selected so that the latter behavior is described exactly by mean-field rate equations (for spatially homogeneous states). In the absence of fluctuations, these exhibit bistability [1, 2, 4, 11] . The discontinuous transitions in the lattice-gas model correspond to the equistability point of two such stable solutions [2, 17] . In the mean-field theory, this can be determined by introducing a macroscopic spatial inhomogeneity and studying its evolution via appropriate reaction-diffusion equations [2, 17) . The associated planar interface propagation and nucleation phenomena are well characterized [11] and elucidate behavior of the entirely analogous phenomena studied in the lattice-gas model. [20] , here we have included diffusion of both species so that the adlayer is randomized in the limit as h~00, and the process can be described exactly by mean-field rate equations and reaction-diffusion equations. The nontrivial limit with just rapid diffusion of adsorbed A (but not B) will be described elsewhere [2, 21] . Figure 1 shows a schematic of the steady-state behavior of the monomer-dimer model most relevant to this study: ( [7, 20, 22] [23] since one must recover bistable mean-field behavior as h~oo.) However, these diSculties can be avoided by seeding the system with a large domain of the poisoned phase [5] , by using techniques of epidemic analysis [16] , or by using the "constant coverage" (CC) ensemble simulation technique [24] (see Appendix A). The values for y2 in Table I [1, 8] .
The above discussion has implicitly assumed that the spinodals "exist, " i.e. , are in some sense well defined, and can be suitably determined. Just as in equilibrium theory, and as is already evident from the above discussion, one expects that the spinodals will at least play an important conceptual role [9] [25] , an approach that could also be applied to the monomer-dimer reaction model [26] . Spinodals have also been extracted from the behavior of coarsegrained free energies or related quantities determined from the Hamiltonian. However, such spinodal locations depend on the introduced coarse-graining length scale, prompting the conclusion that spinodals are ill defined [9] . One difFerence between the equilibrium studies and the reaction models is that only the latter have a unique "intrinsic dynamics. " (Prescription of the Hamiltonian does not uniquely determine a dynamics for equilibrium models. ) Thus, we naturally utilize the intrinsic dynamics in the studies below of spinodals in reaction models [26] . Another distinguishing feature of our reaction model is that by increasing the adspecies hop rate h, one can cross over to the h~~mean-field limit where the spinodals are precisely defined.
%e begin with a brief discussion of the upper spinoda1 y, +. Here we determine at least effective values of y, + from analysis of scaling of the poisoning kinetics for yã bove y, +. Specifically, one fits the kinetics to the form 8"-E+ [(y"-y, + )t], regarding y, + as a free parameter [26] (see Fig. 2 ). This scaling is well satisfied (for h not too large [27] ), and is very sensitive to the choice of y, +.
This leads to precise determination of the latter, which is clearly distinct from y2 (see Table I ). Alternatively, a pseudospinodal value for y, + can be determined from analytic extension of the reactive steady state above y2 to a point where it becomes singular [26] , the resulting value agreeing reasonably with the above kinetic estimate for h =0. Yet another alternative is to determine y, + from the CC technique [24] Table I ).
Finally, we note that in approximate "dynamic clus-
ter" treatments of the rate equations for these models [19, 26, 28] , and in the exact rate equations for the h -+ 00 mean-field limit, y, + corresponds to a saddle-node bifurcation [29] (for all d & 0). In contrast, y, corresponds to a transcritical bifurcation [29] [30] .
IV. PROPAGATION VELOCITY OF A PLANAR REACTION EVTKRFACE
Now we consider in some detail the propagation of (on average& planar interfaces separating the metastable Apoisoned state and the reactive steady state (see Fig. 4 ).
Unless otherwise stated, the interface will be aligned with a principal axis direction of the square lattice of adsorption sites. We necessarily restrict our analysis to yb elow the A-poisoning transition yz, where the interface is stable, and set h=yz -y~+ 0. Since %'e now exploit a key observation from See. IV that the propagation velocity normal to the interface is effectively independent of orientation and equals V . When compared with an approximation to (3) The strategy is to develop a stochastic evolution equation providing a coarse-grained description of the propagation of an on-average planar interface with "height" in the direction (1,0) of h =h (x) at "lateral position" x in the (0,1) direction (see Fig. 6 (0-L f(tlL'), (6) where f (x)-x~for x && 1 and f (x)~1 for x && 7) were inaccurate [16, 38] Table I ). Clearly, $(h) &2 for h & oo, and P(h) increases monotonically toward the mean-field value of (() =2 (see below) as h~ce. Next, we consider the variation of N with increasing h (for fixed 6). Interpolation of the precise CC-ensemble data for N' (see Table V ) reveals a quasilinear variation N'=E(F+h). This is expected from the relation 1, =cl"+l&iproposed in Sec. IV, and is consistent with mean-Seld behavior N'-Eh as h~oo, where E -eb, as 5~0 (see below and Appendix C). Indeed, the data of Table V Consider again a circular reactive patch of radius E. , embedded in an A-poisoned background for b, & 0. From the KPZ equation [13] ,one Snds that the interface propagation velocity is modified by curvature and, furthermore, Fig. 9(a) (1), (12) o -min(l, g/R') . (13) We first apply these ideas to elucidate the behavior of Fig. 9(b) . Indeed, this previously observed lack of sharpening [16] was used to obtain an independent estimate of P for h =0 (see Ref. [40] Tables III-V) yz will be selected to ensure that a blob of the mean size has an equal chance of grawth or shrinkage, thus maintaining 8". As the system evolves, smaller blobs will occasionally shrink and disappear and the current y"will increase to accommodate the larger mean blob size and corresponding lower mean radius of curvature. This process will continue until just one blob remains and y"~yz will correspond to an equal chance of growth or shrinkage for that blob of N'(y"')=N=L (1 -8&) non-A sites. Thus, N (y") is the critical size corresponding to yz». Although this relationship appears to map aut a middle unstable branch of the phase diagram (see Ref. [24] ), clearly this branch depends on L, i.e. , here is a "contact birth process" on a discrete space [10] , augmented by diffusion of species at rate h. Let p(l) denote the probability that a new species is born separat- Consider general lattice-gas reaction models involving two adspecies A and B that hop with rate h to adjacent empty sites, in the regime h~ao. Here the adlayer is well mixed, or "randomized, " and evolution is described on the "macroscopic" difFusion length scale of O(h'~) lattice vectors by appropriate mean-field (MF) reactiondiffusion equations. These have the form [17] d8q/dt =R~(8", 8tt)+DV 8J+D(8JV 8~8J.V 8~)-, with { J, J'}=, { A, B }, where the Rz describe the reaction mechanism, D =a h is the diffusion coefficient (for lattice constant a), and the nonlinear corrections to the Laplacian diffusion terms describe the interference of the presence of one species on the diffusion of the other (due to site blocking}. In the limiting case af infinite reaction rate considered here, both species cannot exist at the same macroscopic point on the surface, and these nonlinear terms drop out [8] .
Choosing Rz appropriate to the monomer-dimer reaction, one finds a bistability region~here both reactive andA-poisoned states exist. One can monitor the evolution of the interface between these states using the above equations. For a planar interface, we previously showed that the propagation velocity satisfies [8, 17] V (MF) = D '~A '(y "), where A '(y ") passes through zero linearly with varying yz at an equistability point y"=y2 (h =DO) listed in Table I 
